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Abstract-This paper is concerned with the error analysis of linear multistep methods and Runge- 
Kutta methods applied to some classes of one-parameter stiff singularly perturbed problems with de- 
lays. We derive the global error estimates of A(a)-stable linear multistep methods and algebraically 
and diagonally stable Runge-Kutta methods with Lagrange interpolation procedure. Numerical ex- 
periments confirm our theoretical analysis. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ( , ) be the standard inner product on RN and 11 . 11 the corresponding norm. Consider the 
singular perturbation problems (SPPs) with delays 
where r and e are constants, and r > 0. p and r+!~ are given continuous functions. f : R”’ x Rhl x 
RN x RN -+ R”’ and g : R”’ x R”’ x RN x RN -+ RN are given mappings, which are sufficiently 
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smooth. In order to make the error analysis feasible, we always assume that problem (1.1) has a 
unique solution (z(t), y(t)) which is sufficiently differentiable and satisfies 
where M, and JV, are constants which are independent of the stiffness of the problem. 
The numerical solution of delay differential equations (DDEs) has been the object of interesting 
research in recent years. Many papers investigated the local and globai error behaviour of DDE 
solvers (cf. [l-G]). However, they are only suitable for nonstiff DDEs. In 1997, the concept of 
D-convergence for stiff DDEs was introduced (cf. [7]). Subsequently, D-convergence theory was 
further developed [8,9]. 
Now we briefly recall the concept of D-convergence (cf. [7-g]). C onsider the following nonlinear 
problem: 
s’(t) = f(6 z(t), s(t - r)), t 2 0: 
x(t) = c;(t), t L 0, 
(1.2) 
where f : [O, 4-m) x CA’ x C”’ + CA* is a given mapping which satisfies the following conditions: 
Re(f(Gx1.z) - f(t,52,~f,a - ~2) I Plh -x2112, t L 0, (1.3a) 
Il.f(&z, a) - f(C? ;2)ll L YllZl - Z2llr t L 0, (1.3b) 
with llloderately-sized eol~stants 0 and y, here x, xi, x2, z, zi, and 22 E C ‘I, here { , ) is an 
inner product on C”‘, and ]I . II t.he corresponding norm. 
Let (A, b,c) denote a given Runge-Kutta method with s x s matrix A = (aij) and vectors 
b= @I,... J#, c = (Cl , . . . , c,)~. A Runge-Kutta method applied to (1.2) gives 
X1(“) = Xn + 12  Uijf (tn + Cjh, Xj”‘, Zjnl) , i = 1,2,. . . , s, 
j=l 
The argument _$“’ denotes an approximation to x(tn f Cjh - 7) , which is obtained by a specific 
interpolation procedure at the point t = t, + Cjh - T. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A Runge-Kutta method (A, b,cj with an interpolation procedure is called 
~-coi2~rergent of order p for prob~enl (1.2) satis~ing (1.3), if the global error admits an esti- 
mate 
II4hJ - GIlI II C(h4hP, 12 2 1, h E ((-Aho], 
where the functio22 C(t) alld the n2~jmum stepsize ho depend 0121~ on the n2et~2od, the parame- 
ters ,Y, yT and r, a22d boul2ds for certain derivatives of the exact solution. 
Zhang and Zhou [7] gave a sufficient condition which guarantees D-convergence of the Runge- 
Kutta method. Huang et al. /8,9] further discussed D-convergence of Runge-Kutta methods, 
one-leg methods, and general linear methods. 
Convergence of numerical methods for SPPs is also an important issue. Many papers analyzed 
the error behaviour of numerical methods for single and multiple stiff SPPs (cf. [lo-171). 
But up to now, there existed no results of numerical methods for SPPs with delays. Although 
stiff SPPs with delays are considered as a special class of stiff initial value problems of delay 
differential equations, they cannot be covered by D-theory because their parameters fl and y cor- 
responding to (1.3) are in genera1 U(E-I). Therefore, it is meaningful to investigate convergence 
of numerical methods for SPPs with delays. This paper is concerned with the error analysis of 
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linear multistep methods and Runge-Kutta methods applied to some classes of one-parameter 
stiff SPPs with delays. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, for some classes of stiff singularly perturbed 
problems with delays, we derive the global error estimate of A(o)-stable multistep method with 
Lagrange interpolation procedure. In fact, the result (Theorem 2.1) can be considered as an 
extension of that obtained by Lubich (cf. [13]) for the case of singular perturbation problems 
without delay. In Section 3, for some classes of multiple stiff singularly perturbed problems with 
delays, we obtain the global error estimate of algebraically and diagonally stable Runge-Kutta 
methods with Lagrange interpolation procedure. The result (Theorem 3.3) can be considered 
an extension of that obtained by Xiao (cf. [16]) for the case of singular perturbation problems 
without delay. In Section 4, we illustrate our main results by numerical experiments. 
2. ERROR OF LINEAR MULTISTEP 
METHODS FOR SPPS WITH DELAYS 
In this section, we assume that (cf. [12]) 
the eigenvalues X of gy(zl u, y, V) lie in ]argX - r] < cy, (2.1) 
for (CE, u, y, V) in a neighbourhood of the considered solution. A linear multistep method applied 
to system (1.1) gives 
t CkiX,+i = h~ar(X,+i.~~+i,Y~+i,B.+i), 
i=o i=O 
k 
c 
i=O 
Qi?/n+i = 4 e Pig (~.n+i?~.n+ir !/n+i, Bn+i) 3 
i=O 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
where h > 0 is the st,epsize, t, = nh, n = 0, 1, . . . , I, (I + k)h 5 T, and x, and y, are an 
approximation to the exact solution x(tn) and y(t,), respectively. o;, /?i (i = 0, 1,. . . , k) are 
given constants, c~k/3k # 0. The arguments ?,, and $, denote an approximation to x(tn - T) 
and y(t, - T), respectively, which are obtained by a specific interpolation procedure at the point 
t = t, - T using xr and ~1~ respectively, with 1 2 11 - 1. 
Process (2.2) is defined completely by the linear multistep method and the interpolation pro- 
cedure for CZ, and tn. 
Let p, Y 2 0 be integers, r = (m - S)h with integer m 2 k + v + 1 and 6 E [0, 1). W’e consider 
the following interpolation procedure: 
P n= 
{ 
gn = 
i 
5 J5(hL-,n+7, t, - T > 0, 
i=-p (2.3s) 
L-“tbl - 71, t, - T I 0, 
I5 b(QY,-ml+,. t, - T > 0, 
1=-p 
ti(bl - T), t, - 7 < 0, 
where zj = p(tj) and yJ = ,Q(t,) for j 5 0, and 
(2.3b) 
(2.4) 
Here we assume m 2 k + v + 1 not only so as to guarantee that, in the interpolation procedure, 
no unknown values xr and yl with 1 > n + k - 1 are used, but also for simplicity in the discussion 
_ _ 
of Part (c) in this section. In this section, the constants hi, C, C,, C, C,, and r; used later are 
independent of stiffness of the considered problem. 
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TI~EORE~~ 2.1. Suppose that a n~u~~jstep method is of order p, A~~)-stable, and strictly stable 
at infinity. If problem (1.1) satisfies (2.1), then the global error is bounded for h 2 CE and nh 5 T 
bY 
IIXrt - x(tn)II + ll~n - ill 5 C max IIxj - ;c(tj)ll + h” 
O<j<k 
I’” lidp+‘)(t)ll dt 
+ o~Jyk IIVj - Y(tj)ll f EhPO:7% Y - _ _ ,, Ij (p+‘)(t)ll + h’+“+‘) . 
TIris estimate holds for h 5 ho (ho su~cjentiy small, but independent of EJ, and provided that 
the starting values are in a su~~jent~y small, h- and ~-inde~eildent neig~bour~ood of the exact 
so~tl~jon. 
PROOF. The basic idea of the following proof comes from t,hat of Theorem 1.3 in [12, p. 4121. 
(a) First we derive recursive estimates for the global error. We insert the exact solution of (1.1) 
imo method (2.2) and so obtain 
(2.5a) 
(25b) 
where the perturbations dn+k, e,+i; can be estimated (for n > 0) as 
Il&+kll L ClhP l,;‘* /~&‘+l)(t)l/ dt, 
Ile n+klI 5 C&P+1 t,,gg,+k /lY’P+l’(t~ll~ 
(2.Ga) 
(2.Gb) 
We then denote the global errors by AX, = z, - LC(&), Ay, = yn - y(&), and introduce the 
differences 
A.frt+l: = &Ufi - xn+i~ xn+i5 Yn+it Yn-l-t - f
i=o 
11 2: 0, - f (4h-l~A x(tn+* - 71, Ytbt+i)l Yfb+i - 7))) 1 
&in+k = &Pi M Zn+i,%‘n+r, Yn+ir Qn+i 1 
i=O 
- .!I (x(tn+i)!x(tn+i - T), Y(tn+i)l Y(tn+i - ~1) - JAY,+<) 7 12 2 0, 
where Afj = 0 and Agj = 0 for j < k, J = gy(z(0)tz(-r),y(O),~(-~)). Subtraction of (2.5a) 
from (2.2a) yields, for 7% > 0, 
k 
c oiAx,+i = IEAfn+k - dn+k. (2.7) 
i=O 
U’e take the difference of (2.2b) and (2.5b) and then subtract from both sides the quantity 
(I&/E) C,“=, /3, JAy,+i. This yields, for n 2 0, 
CI~I - 3i’J 
E > 
Ayn+i = h ;Ag,+, - %+k- (2.8) 
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We define do,. . . , dk_1, eo, . . . , ek_1 such that (2.7) and (2.8) also hold for negative n. Using 
equations (2.7), (2.8) , and a simiiar technique in [12, p. 4131, we obtain 
l{A~~ll I he (Afx llAxj/l + Ait, I/A%,/j + AI, IlAgjII + Al, \lAgjJl) + C’s2 l/dj/i : (2.9) 
j=O j=O 
/~AY~I[ ~~*;"-j(~I/A~j~I+~~~A~jl~+~l~A~~~I+il~Azl,~l)+~~~~~n-j~~~~~~, (2.10) 
2=0 j=o 
where the constants Al.=, AI,, Al,, Al,, L, Lt Et and tare independent of E and h, and 
A?j = fj - ~(tj - T), AQj = Qj - y(tj - T). 
On the other hand, it follows from (2.3) that 
From the remainder estimate of the Lagrange interpolation formula, we have 
Let LO = max-l,s;s,, ~up~~[~,~) I&(0)1. Therefore. from the Cauchy inequality, we further obtain 
which gives 
where C5 = fin~ax(&TiTi.C~, IUp+v+l, N,I+y+I). Similarly, 
(2.11a) 
(Zllb) 
A combination of (2.9)-(2.11) leads to 
- - 
c 
7 
= C5(p++++l)lnax(L,~) 
r;P+u 
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(b) In order to solve inequalities (2.12a) and (2.12b), we define sequences {u,,} and {vn} 
(11 2 k) by 
U,, = h 2 (Aiuj + hj) + Cc 2 IICij 11 , 
J=o j=O 
(2.13a) 
(2.13b) 
Let uJ = ]]AZj]] and uj = ]]Agj]] for j < k, an induction argument shows that, for n 2 0, 
provided 1 < 1 and h I h 1. It is important to remark that t.he Lipschitz constant 1 can be made 
arbitrarily small by shrinking the considered interval, compact interval [O,T] can be covered by 
repeated application of the below estimates (cf. [12]). 
By a similar process of Part (b) in the proof of Theorem 1.3 in [12, p. 4141, we easily show 
from (2.13) that there exists ho > 0 such that, for E < h 5 ho, 
(2.14) 
where 0 < Q = ~/(l - 1) < 1, and 
1~1 I co (ll&ll +ellenI + hw,) , I61l 5 Cl0 (II&II + fje,ll + w,) , 
which gives 
Id,1 I G (II&II + cllenll + hw, + hp’+v+2), 
Iknl I Clo (ll&ll + i lIenIl + W, + hfi+“+2) . 
(c) Our next aim is to investigate the global error in successive subintervals. 
For n E (k7 nz - v - l], W, = 0. Since do,. . . I dk-1 are a linear combination of the values Axj 
(j < /c), and ec,. . . , ek-1 are a linear combination of the Ayj and (h/c)Ayj (J’ < Ic), it follows 
from ]]Azc,]] I ‘u,, ]]AyJ I tlnr and (2.14) that 
llzn - x(‘n)ll + IIY~ - y(t,)Il 5 61 oFjyk llrj - z (tj)ll + h 
- 
‘l” Ij~(~+~)(t)jl dt 
(2.15) 
+ (h + Q”) o’=j”<“k llvj - Y (tj)ll + chP oFta<‘t - 
_ _ ,I Ij y (p+l)(t)ll + hi’+“+‘) . 
For 11 E [nz - ~,2(rn - V) - l], zcn = ]]Az,_,+,]] + IlAy,_,+,]] + 2hJLfvf1. Using (2.14) 
and (2.15), we obtain 
II&, - dtn)ll + llYrz - Y(fn)ll 5 & oy~$ IlzJ - z (tJ)Il + h - 
‘l” /xcP+‘)(t)ll dt 
+ Ozark IIv_I - Y (tj)lI + ehP ogz,, J(ycP+“(t)/J + hp+“+l - > 
(2.16) 
. 
Generally, for n E [i(m - v),(i + l)( m - Y) - 11. by induction, inequality (2.16) is also valid 
with 6; replaced by c,+i. 
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Because of mh 2 T and m 2 k + u + 1, we have 
(m-v)hL ,rt:,~. 
Let 
T 
1110 = 
((k + l)/(k + v + 1))T 1 + ” 
where [u] is an integer with a - 1 < [o] 5 a. Repeating the above process no (no 5 mc) times, 
we can obtain the global error estimate ]lxn - z(tn)]] + l]yn - g(tn)]] for all n (nh 5 T). Let 
(l+ha)Cr,&,.. ., &l) . 
The proof is completed. 
REMARK 2.2. It is well known that the k-step (k 5 6) backward differentiation formulas (BDF) 
is of order k, A(o)-stable, and strictly stable at infinity. Therefore, the methods satisfy the 
assumptions in Theorem 2.1. 
REMARK 2.3. System (2.2a),(2.2b) constitutes a nonlinear system with respect t.o x,+1, and yn+b. 
The Jacobian of the system is of the form 
(2.17) 
Since condition (2.1) and the fact that the method is A(o)-stable and strictly stable at infinity, 
it follows from formula (VI.1.52) in [12] (there is a typing error in the formula, where a(<-“) 
should be cr(<-‘)) that 
1( 
-1 
f ZIN - Qy (Xn+kr %I+/?, Yn+l;r Jn+k) ) Ii L Cll. 
Consequently, also the inverse of (2.17) is uniformly bounded for E > 0 and h 5 ho. Hence, the 
nonlinear system (2.2a),(2.2b) possesses a locally unique solution. 
REMARK 2.4. The result (Theorem 2.1) can be considered as an extension of that obtained by 
Lubich (cf. [13]) for the case of singular perturbation problems without delay. 
3. ERROR OF RUNGE-KUTTA 
METHODS FOR MSPPS WITH DELAYS 
In this section, we assume problem (1.1) satisfies the following conditions: 
Lfh? u, Y, ?J) - f(x2, u7 Y7 VI, Xl - x2) 5 w 11x1 - 22112, 
(9(X? u, Yl, u) - dx3 u, Y23 @). Yl - Y2) I -W2llY1 - Y2112, 
(3.la) 
(3.lb) 
with moderately-sized constant ulr and -wp, where ~~~1~x2,~ E RA1, y,yl, y2;v E RN, and 
f(z, ‘u. y, v) and g(x, u, y, -u) satisfy Lipschitz conditions with respect to other arguments. Without 
loss of generality, we assume w2 = 1 (cf. [12]). 
We note that the one-sided Lipschitz condition (3.la) is weaker than the conventional Lipschitz 
condition 
Ilfh, u, Y, VI - f(x2, UT Y, c)II I ma - 5211, (3.2) 
since (3.2) implies (3.la) with wr = L for moderately-sized L. If problem (1.1) satisfies (3.2) with 
moderately-sized L. it is called a single stiff singularly perturbed problem (SSPP) with delays. 
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If L z+ 1, it is called a multiple stiff singularly perturbed problem (~1SPP) with delays whose 
stiffness is caused by the small parameter E and other factors. In 1988, Hairer et al. [lo] obtained 
the sharp error bounds of Runge-Kutta methods for SPPs. However, it is restricted within the 
limits of SSPPs. In 1999, Xiao [16] investigated the error of Runge-Kutta methods for MSPPs. 
In this section, we extend the study of Xiao to RISPPs with delays. 
A Runge-Kutta method (A, b, c) applied to system (1.1) gives 
x’“’ =~n+hf:a,f(x~“),~~n),~(“).~(“)), 8 i = 1,2 ).... s, (3.3a) 
j=l 
Zn+l = 2, + h g bif (xy ,xy . Y/n), y) , (3.3c) 
i=l 
q/,+1 = q/n + h 2 big (x,‘“‘, Xj”‘! y;y p) ( 
i=l 
(3.3d) 
where 5, and y, are an approximation to the exact solutions z(tn) and 3(&f, respectively. 
The arguments ri’!“’ and P!“’ denote an approximation to z(tn + cjh - T) and y(tn + Cjh - T), 
respectively, which are obta&ed by a specific interpolation procedure at the point t = t, + cjh - T 
using values II; and gk, respectively, with Ic i: n. 
We always assume that 0 5 ci I 1 (i = 1, . . . , s). 
Process (3.3) is defined completely by the Runge-Kutta method (A, b,c) and the interpolation 
procedure for xj”’ and Tjnjol). 
Let T = (m - 6)h with integer m and b E [0, l), Cj + 6 = lj + 0, with integer lj and 0, E [0, I) 
for 1 2 j 2 s, then 0 2 lj 5 1. Let II, Y 2 0 be integers. We consider the following interpolation 
procedure: 
pW _ 
J - 
i 
where .z’A. = I and ye; 
2 L~(~j)~~-~~l,~i, fn + CjlL - 7 > 0, V + 2 5 112, 
L==--_l‘ (3.4a) 
$7(tn + Cjh - 7), t, + Cjll - 7 < 0, 
fI Li(@jfYn-m+f,+i. tn+ CJh - 7 > 0, LJ + 2 < ~TI, 
I=-,‘ (3.4b) 
ti(t, + CJh - T), tn + Cjh - 7 5 0, 
= @(tk) for k I 0, Li(0) is defined by (2.4), and we assume na 2 v + 2 
not only so as to guarantee that, in the interpolation procedure, no unknown values 3L’k and yk 
with k > 91 are used, but for simplicity in discussion of Part (c) in this section. 
For any matrix 
two matrices, and 
compact form 
H, let & = H $4 1~1, fi = H $9 IN, where @ denotes Kronecker product of 
ll denotes an 1 x 1 unit matrix. Then process (3.3) can be written in the more 
,?cn) =e@z:, +h_/& 
( 
X(R).x(n),y(n),pfR) 
> 
, 
eYcn) = Ee ,CS y, + hAG (Xrn), _%ci-(“), Yen), PC-,) , 
z~.+~ = 2, + hbTF Xcn’, X(n)* Y(“). pen) 
( > 
, 
tzgn+l = qy, + hiiTG Xtn), 8(“), Yen), jifn) 
> 
, 
(3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
(3.k) 
(3.5d) 
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with the following notational conventions: 
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f (xp, xp, Ys’y PJ”‘> 
-g Xy&=y)* ( (n) -(n) - r, ‘YI ) 
X(n,,~(n), y(n), y(n) = > 
g (xp,xp. Yin), ,;cn)) 
7 
g (xy xp, Ys’y Fp) 
and F! = [l, 1,. . . , liT E P. 
It is well known that a method (A, b, c) is said to be algebraically stable if B = diag(br , bz, . . . , 
b,*), bj 2 0, and the matrix 
BA + AT3 - bbT 
is nonnegative definite (cf. [18]). A method is said to be diagonally stable if there exists an s x s 
diagonal matrix Q > 0 such that the matrix QA+ATQ is positive definite (cf. [19)). A method is 
said to have stage order y if q is the largest integer such that the following simplifying conditions 
(cf. [20]) hold: 
B(q) : bTkl = ;, j = 1,2,...,q, 
C(q) : A&’ = $. j=l,Z 1’.., q1 
with c4 = (~,c$, . . . , c.j)T. 
In this section, the constants hi, D, Di, Bi, and Dij used later are independent of the stiffness 
of the considered problem, and so are constants symbolized in the O(. . . ) terms. 
In order to prove our results, we need the following lemmas [Zl], and suppose that c in the 
lemm,as is a given real constant. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ass~znle the method (A, b, c) is djagonaf~~ stable. Then there exist the positive 
constants +-ye, dr, and dz such that for any given h > 0, z E EC, with he 5 70, the matrix i, - h.& 
is invertible azzd 
where EC = {Z : z = blockdiag(q,z2,...,zS) E Rnlsxnrs, Zi E Rhfxhf, p(z,) SE}, 70, dl, andd2 
depend only on the method. Here p(H) d enotes the logarithmic norm of H. 
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LEVMA 3.2. Assume the method (A, b, c) is a~gebrajca~~y and diagoffa~~y stable. Then there exist 
the positive constants ~1, dS such that for any given h > 0, t E Et, with h< 5 -ylq the matrix 
is - hk is invertible and 
(3.7) 
where 6(c) = 1 for < > 0 and s(r) = 0 for < I 0, y1 and d3 depend only on the method. 
THEOREM 3.3. Strppose that an aigebraicaily and diagonally stable Runge-Kutta method (A, b, c) 
is of stage order q > 1 and satisfies /qj < 1; the eigentalues of A have positive real part. If 
~~ro~3~en2 (1.1) satisfies (3.1), then the global error of the method with jnterpo~atjon procedure (3.4) 
satisfies, for E < Doh”, h 5 hz, and nh 5 T? 
I/&L - 4tnH + IlYn - dtn)ll I LJ (II 20 - z(to)ll + llyo - j./(to)ll + hq + hi’+“+‘), (34 
v= 1 - bTA-le. 
PROOF. 
(a) First we derive recursive estimates for the global error. Let AZ, = z(tn) - x,, Agy, = 
llf&) - z/7&, 
X(t) = (,(t + cl h)T, z(t + czh)‘. . . . , s(t -t- c,h)T)T , 
y(t) = (& + c$)~, ~(t + czh)‘, . . . : ~(t + c,h)T)T : 
F(X(t), X(t - T),Y(t), Y(t - T)) 
= f(z(tfcllz),z(t+clh-r),y(t+clh),y(t+clh-r))T,..., 
( 
f (z(t + c,h),z(t + c,h - T).y(t + c,h),sl(t + c,h - T,,~)~ , 
GtX(t),_~(~ - ~)~Y(~),Y(t - 7)) 
= 
( 
CJ (z:(t + clh),z(t + clh - T), ~(t + clh), Y(t + clh - #-, . . . , 
y (z(f + csh), z(t + c,h - 7). ?;l(t + c,h), Y(t + c,h - T))~) ’ , 
AX(“) = X(t,) - Xc”), AYtn’ = Y(t,) - Y(l), 
Ax(“) :: X(t, - 7) - Xcn), Ap(“’ zzz Y(t, - T) - ytn), 
AF’“’ = F(X(t,), X(t, - r), Y(t,), Y(t, - T)) - F (X(n)7x(n). I,+“), PC”‘) , 
AG’“’ = G(X(f,), X(t, - T), Y(t,), Y(t, - 7)) - G (Xc”‘, x@), Y@), p(n)) . 
CoIlditions B(q) and C(q) imply 
X(L) = e 63 x(L) i- hiiF (X(L), X(t, - T), Y(t,).Y(t, - T)) + 0 (hq+l) ,
Y(L) = e E y(h) + q,G (X(h). X(t, - T), Y(t,), Y(t, - T)) + U (hq+l) , 
z(&+I) = x(k) + hhTF (X(&,),X(& - ~),Y(tn), Y(t, - T)) + Cl (hq+‘) , 
!/(&+I) = v(L) + ;iTG (X(&),X(& - T), Y(k), Y(t, - 7)) + 0 (hq+‘) . 
(3.9s) 
(3.9b) 
(3.9c) 
(3.9d) 
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Sli~~tractions of (3.5a) from (3.%), (3.5b) f rom (3.9b), (3.5~) from (3.9c), and (3.5d) from (3%) 
yield, for n 2 0, 
AX(O) = e 8 AZ, + /z~AF(~) + 6 (h9+‘) , (3.104 
AYcn) = e 8 Ayn + tAAG(n) + 0 (hQ+l) , (3JOb) 
Ax n+l = Ax, + /L&~AF”~’ -I- 0 (V+‘) ? (3.1Oc) 
Ayn+l = Ayn + %T~~(n) + 0 (@+I). 
E 
(3.10d) 
Since diagonal stability of the method implies that A is invertible (cf. [N]), we can compute AF(“) 
aud AGln), from (3.10~11) and (3.lOb), 
A@“) = $-l (Ax (n) - e 8 Ax, + 0 j/P+‘)) , (3.114 
A@“’ zz ;A-’ (AJ’ (M - e 8 Ayn -t Cl (/I”+‘)) . (3.11b) 
It follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that 
0~ the other hand, 
Ax,+1 = VAX, + 6Ta-‘AXt”) + 0 (hq+‘) , 
Ayn+l = qAyn + 6Tii-1AY(n) + 0 (hq+‘) . 
(3.12a) 
(3.12bf 
AF’“’ = I;I\-AXcR1 + &Ax@) + F&Y@’ + FvAp(n), 
AGtn’ = GSAX@) + G_vAT6n) + C+AY’“’ + GvAy@‘, 
(3.134 
(3.13b) 
where 
F.s = blockdiag 
. . . . Julf,(x!.)+e(x(t,+c,h)-X!“)), 
x_(tn + c,h - T), y(tn -I- c,h), y(t,, + c,h - 7) 
) > 
d6 , 
1 
F_y = blockdiag 
(1 ( 
fu 
0 
Xi’“‘, a;“’ + B (x(t, + c1 h - T) - 2,‘“‘) , 
!/(hz + cl/t), y(tn + clh - 7)) de, 
1 
1 
Fy = blockdiag (J ( fy xy) ,inf (n) , 0 ,Y1 +e(yjt,+ctll)-Y,(“‘),y(t,+clh-r)) d6, 
1 
. . . , J ( fp X~“).8~“‘,Y,‘“)+#(y(t,+c,h)-Y!“‘),y(t,+c,h-7) d6 , 0 ) > 
1 
Fv = blockdiag (J ( fi, x;y #“‘, y;“‘, - (n) YI f 0 (y(tn + clh - T) - F;“‘)) de, 
I . . $ J1 fv (ii:‘? Xi”‘, Y/$ P-in) + 8 @,(t, + c,h - T) - En’>> do) , 
0 
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and likewise for G.y ~ G,: , Gy , and G,-, here 
j,r = Bf(rz YT tT) ( ftt = ~~t~~~l~)) fc, = am;; Y, VI, 
t 
and similarly for g,, gu, gV, and gt,. From (3.1Ob) and (3.13b), we can obtain 
AYW=q(jS+J1 
(3.14) 
x 
( 
ic g Ay, + AGsAx (n) + AGs AX@’ + AG~AP) + 0 (chq) 
> 
. 
Inserting (3.13~) and (3.14) into (3.10a) gives 
(fa - h&-) AXCn’ 
= hiiF$ (fs - tAGI,)-’ &AX(~) + e 8 Ax:, + ha 
( 
P_TAx(n) + +AP) 
> 
+IdFyt (i,-q/iG~)-1(~e.A~~+,,_~A,,.,.AGyA~(n)+(7(rhq)) (3*15) 
+0 (hq+‘) . 
Using (3.lb), diagonal stability, and the fact the eigenvalues of A have positive real part, by 
means of the technique in 1211. we have, for any given h > 0, 
(3.16) 
It follows from (3.14)-(3.16) and Lemma 3.1 that, for h < h2, 
IlAx(‘j/ 5 03 (lIaZ,ll + +bzll + h /Axcn)il -t- h IIAP’n’\l i- chq+’ + h4+‘) , (3.17a) 
IIAyin)ll I DJ (IlA~,ll + illAy,l[ + liAx(nrll + IlAP’“‘il + ch* + hq+') , (3.17b) 
where e = ~(1 + l/h). By (3.10~) and (3.13a), we have 
Ax n+ 1 = AZ, + hiT Fs AXcn’ + CT n, (3.18) 
where 
lbnii I D5 (h /;AYcn)II + hi/AX(“)/ + h /jAy(n)II + hq”) . 
From (3.15)-(3.18) and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we easily obtain, for h 5 hz, 
lP~+lll I Cl+ Wh)W~rz,II 
+ DG (Wwr4 + h /j AXCn)II + h IIAPCn)Ij + chQ+r + hq”‘) , 
By (3.17b) and (3.12b), we estimate 
(3.19a) 
~~A~~+l~~ I (77 + O(Z)) llAl\y,jl -t D7 (~~A~~~~ + /jA~(“)/I + j/AP(~)// + ehq + h’+‘) . (3.19b) 
On the other hand. for the interpolation procedure (3.4), we have 
II X(k) - x Ct!i + c]iL - T, 1 I I I il k Lt (0,) (5k-m+j,,+i - X @k-m+!,+;,)) i=-p I/ 
+ Ii 2 Li (@j) 5 (tk-m+lj+i) - 2 (tk + Cjh - T) . k-p (/ 
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In analogy to (2.11), we have the following estimate: 
(3.20a) 
(3.20b) 
It follows from (3.19) and (3.20) that 
n-1 n-l 
IlAX~It I IIAxoII + D9 C (hllA~,lI + E ~~AJ/~II) + Dg C di + 09~2 if,,
,=o i=o i=o (3.21a) 
n-l 
IIAY~II I ? IIAYoII + Dg c v-l-’ (IlAxtll + ~llAz/ilI) 
i=o 
n-1 n-l 
+ Dg C qn-l-iei + Dg C ~n-l-‘Z,. 
i=O i=O 
(3.21b) 
where 
d; = 0 (hQ+’ + ehq+‘) ( 
2; = 
{ 
0, 
11 ll A~i-,n+v+r II + hfl+‘+*, 
e; = 
0, 
II Axi- rn+v+r II + II&i-m+u+, II + hl’+“+l, 
eL = U (hq+’ + ~hq) ,
i < 772 - v - l1 
i_>nz-v-l, 
i<in-v-l, 
i 2 m-v- 1. 
(b) We define secprences (u,} and {zpn} (n 2 1) by 
n- 1 n- 1 n-l 
‘11 n = IlAxoIl + Dg ~&i + wi) + Dg c d, + Dg c J;, 
i=O i=O r=O 
n-1 n-1 a-1 
c IL = q” llA~c/l + Dg c $-‘-’ (ui + Gv;) + Dg c qn-l-iel + Dg c f-1-ig,. 
1=0 i=O i=O 
(3.22) 
By a similar process of Part (b) in the previous section, and noting the fact (q + O(F))* = 
U($*) + G’(E) for E < Doh* and nh 5 T, we easily show from (3.22) 
(3.23) 
for 11 > 1 and h 5 hzl where d^, = e)(di + Ji), C, = O(e, + E,). 
(c) Our next aim is to obtain the global error estimate in successive subintervals. 
Par 12 E [l. nz-v-l]. (ln_r = 0. <,,_I = 0, it follows from IIAxnII 5 ‘u,, I~ATJ~II 5 v,,, and (3.23) 
that 
lb - x(~n)ll I fi,1 ho - 4to)ll + 6 11~0 - o(to>ll + h” + chq), 
IlYn - YCtn)ll 5 fil (II 50 - x(to)ll -t- (.rl” + E) Il?jo - y(to)jj + h9 + ehq). 
(3.24) 
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For 1% E [m--v, 2m-‘2~11, &-I = ~~~A~~-~+~~~+~~+~~2, &-I = ilAz,-,+,il+lfA~n-m+vil+ 
V+“+‘, by (3.23) and (3.24), we get 
llz, - x(ttl)ll < fiz (11~0 - ill + 11~0 - y(to)ll + hq + chq + hp+“+‘) , 
llyn - ill I b5, (11~0 - z(to)ll -t- 11~0 - y(to)ll + hq + ehq + hp+“+‘) . 
(3.25) 
Generally, for II E fi(nz - v),(i + l)( m - v) - l], by induction, (3.25) is also valid with & 
replaced by d;, 1. 
Similar to the process of Part (c) in the previous section, repeating the above process ?zi times, 
where ni is ~l~depe~ldent of h, we can obtain the global error //z, - x(&)1] + [Ign - I/ for all n 
(f& 5 T). Let 
D = 2max (1 + Doho + Dohi) &,&t,. . . . d,, 
( > 
. 
The proof is completed. 
REhIARK 3.4. It is well known that s-stage Radau IA and Radau IIA methods are all alge- 
braically and diagonally stable and satisfy 1 - bT.4-‘e = 0 (cf. [12,19j). We have verified that 
the eigenvaiues of A of the methods have positive real part for s 2 5. We note that s-stage 
Radau IA method is of stage order p = s - 1 and Radau HA method p = s. Hence, Radau IA 
and Radau IIA methods all satisfy the ~sumptions in Theorem 3.3, and p = s - 1, s (s < 5), 
respectively. 
We also can verify that the two-stage Lobatto IIIC method satisfies the assumptions in Theo- 
rem 3.3. 
REMARK 3.5. System (3.5a)>(3.5b) constitutes a nonlinear system with respect to Xcn) and Ytn). 
The Jacobian of the system is of the form 
(3.26) 
where 
Z.v = blockding fz 
( ( 
Xi?l), Xi”‘, Y$“‘) p(n) i ) ,. I. ,fx (x!n),Jl.dR)YS(“‘,~((n))) , 
Zy = blockdiag y, 
( ( 
XjR’,Xin), Y/“‘, Y/“‘) !. . . , gy (Xin), x:“), YJ’“), pin))) . 
By Lemma 3.1 and condition (3.la), we have, for h < h2, 
We can show as (3.16), for any given h > 0, 
!I( ifs - AZ,, 
-1 
) 1; < d4. 
Hence, the nonlinear system (3.5a),(3.5b) possesses a locally unique solution. 
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REMARK 3.6. The result (Theorem 3.3) can be considered as an extension of that obtained by 
Xiao (cf. [16]) for the case of singular perturbation problems without delay. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In order to illustrate the results obtained in Sections 2 and 3, we consider the following linear 
and nonlinear problems (4.1) and (4.2) whose exact solutions are given. Though (4.1) and (4.2) 
arc all nonautonomous, we can transform them into autonomous form (1.1) by adding t to the 
variable zr as 
For the following given aI and ~2, we can easily verify conditions (2.1) and (3.1). We apply 
the two-step BDF (BDF2) and the two-stage Radau IIA method (~dauIIA2) to the problems, 
respectively. Noting that the BDF2 is of order p = 2 and the Radau IIAZ is of stage order q = 2, 
according to Theorems 2.1 and 3.3, we select linear interpolation procedure (i.e., I_L = 0, v = 1) 
for BDF2 and RadauIIA2. Moreover, in order to observe whether the order of convergence of the 
adapting RadauIIA2 increases when the order of the interpolation procedure increases, we also 
consider quadratic interpolation procedure (i.e., p = -1, v = 1 for 0 < @j 2 0.5 or p = 0, v = 2 
for 0.5 < 8, < 1) for RadauIIA2. We denote BDF2 and RadauIIA2 with linear interpolation 
procedure by BDF’L-1 and RadauIIAZ1, respectively, RadauIIA2 with quadratic interpolation 
procedure by RadauIIA2-2. Let errz and erry be the global errors of z- and y-components at 
T = 10, respectively, err = err, + erry. Let c = 10wG. The numerical results (i.e., err) are listed 
in Tables 1 and 2. For al = -5 in problem (4.1), the result of RadauIIAB-2 is better than that 
of RadauIIA2-1, but for al = -1000, the results are not improved apparently for RadauIIA2-2. 
For a2 = -1 in problem (4.21, the result of RadauIIAP-2 is better than that of RadauIIAB-1, 
but for u2 = -1000, no accuracy increase is observed for RadauIIA2-2. Therefore, for multiple 
stiff problems, it is sufficient to require that the order of t.he interpolation procedure matches the 
stage order of the method in Theorem 3.3; i.e., higher order of the interpolation is not necessary. 
It is clear that the results given by Tables 1 and 2 confirm Theorems 2.1 and 3.3. 
Table 1. Numerical results for problem (4.1). 
Table 2. Numerical results for problem (4.2). 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the linear problem 
(4.1) 
where nl is a parameter, and 
r,L.(t) = (4 - 10a&-(“2)(‘+‘) - (:+5nl+4)e- (l/c)(t+l) _ lle-(‘/W _ l&--(1/“)’ _ al, 
l.&(t) = 
9 
( > 
?” _ 39 e-ww+l) _ 15e-(‘/G(f+lI _ lge-(‘/W _ e-wf)t _ 6 
Problem (4.1) has the exact solution z(t) = 1 -+ 10e-(1/2)(t+1) + 5e-(l/e)(t+l), y(t) = -1 - 
9,-(1/w+l) + 4e-(ll’)(‘+‘) , t > 0. x(10) = 1.040867714384641, ~(10) = -1.036780942946177. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the nonlinear problem 
z’(t) = 2(t - l)y(t - 1) + a@(t) -t- 2y2(f) + R&f, t > 0, 
q’(t) = z(t - 1) - y(t - 1) - (1 + s(t))y(t) + f&(t), t > 0, 
s(t) = e-0.5t + &-0.y t I 0, 
g(t) = _,-o.jt + e-0.2t* t I 0, 
(4.2) 
where a2 is a parameter, and 
n,(t) = -(0.5 + a2)e-0.5t _ (0.2 f a2)e-0.2t + e-(t-l) _ ,-“.A(t-r) _ 2e-’ _ 2ewo.Jf + 4eT0.7t, 
R,(f) = (0.5f - qe-o.= + (1 - 0.2+-0.2t - 2e-OJ(f--‘1 - e-t + e--o.Jt. 
Problem (4.2) hcas the exact solution z(t) = e-0.5t + e-0.2f3 g(t) = -e-0-5t + e-0.2t, t > 0. 
:I:( 10) = 0.1420732302356982, p( 10) = 0.1285973362375272. 
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